Public Communications and Outreach for the DOT Force
Secretariat draft technical note, January 24, 2001



	This note proposes a strategy and procedures for public information and outreach for the DOT Force, to be implemented by the Secretariat under the guidance of the Presidency.  It is prepared in response to a request from members participating in the informal DOT Force meeting in Dubai on January 18, 2001, and takes into account the informal note circulated and endorsed by the participants in that meeting.


Basic Principles

The multi-sectoral and participatory nature of the DOT Force, and the consultation and consensus-building that are core objectives of its work, call for a communications and outreach strategy that combines maximum feasible sharing of information and opportunities for public feedback with a respect for the nature and format of the DOT Force’s formal deliberations.  The core principle of such a strategy, therefore, must be clarity; about the status of any documents or communications shared with a broader public, about the consultation and feedback mechanisms of the DOT Force; and about the relationship between the DOT Force’s formal report and the broader consultative and consensus-building process surrounding the preparation of that report.

	Given the broad membership and semi-public nature of the DOT Force, it is neither appropriate nor practical to exercise tight control over public release of DOT Force materials.  Furthermore, in the current international environment, where there is intense public interest in digital divide issues and considerable public scrutiny of the actions and intentions of all major stakeholders, particularly international institutions and governments,  secrecy about the work of the DOT Force would be counterproductive. Indeed, the DOT Force process will only be effective if there is broad public understanding of the process, its objectives and limitations.   It is, however, appropriate and necessary that all DOT Force members agree on common principles and procedures, and on the appropriate division of labor between themselves, the Presidency, and the Secretariat in implementing a communications and outreach strategy.  Such principles would include the following:

	Agreed DOT force materials, expert inputs, output of consultations undertaken by members, related research, information about the DOT Force’s composition, meeting and work schedule, and the summaries of public consultations (face-to-face and electronic) should be publicly available for information purposes, with clear indications of their unofficial, draft status whenever appropriate; in any case, the approval of the authors of relevant material will be required before any publication/dissemination (see point 3 below);

The Secretariat, under the guidance of the Presidency and in accordance with the principles described above, should have lead responsibility for assuring effective public communications and outreach for the DOT Force, including the maintenance of the DOT Force website and the preparation of public information materials such as press releases;
Each DOT Force member shall, within this general framework, make their own decisions about whether any given input they provide to the DOT Force (expert papers, summaries of national/stakeholder consultations, etc.) should be made available for public information, either through their own communications mechanisms (website, press release, etc.) or through the Secretariat, or both;
Each DOT Force member shall agree NOT to distribute publicly, or make available to others not associated with the DOT Force, any documents which have been declared private working documents of the DOT Force;
The Secretariat should regularly monitor public and press information and coverage of the DOT Force process and, under the guidance of the Presidency, seek to assure that accurate information about the DOT Force process is publicly available;
The Secretariat should make itself available to assist  DOT Force members in their own communications and outreach efforts, if requested, by providing draft templates of public information materials and related common information about DOT Force activities.


Implementation

	The primary mechanism of public communications/outreach for the DOT Force will be the DOT Force Website (www.dotforce.org -- currently ‘under construction’) and associated electronic and print materials prepared by the Secretariat.  (The Website will also have a private, unpublicized  ‘intranet’ component accessible only to DOT Force members and their assistants, which will complement the private email list set up after the Tokyo meeting.)

	There are three options for the design and scope of the DOT Force website, representing variations in how pro-active the Secretariat should be in fostering, on behalf of the DOT Force, broad and effective public information sharing not only on the work of the DOT Force but on the digital divide issues facing the DOT force.

Option 1:   A simple informational website containing basic DOT Force documents and information about DOT Force meetings, consultations, etc., with links to the websites of DOT Force members, who are then free to provide further information about their own DOT Force-related activities;

Option 2:  Option 1 plus a broader range of DOT Force-related materials, including inputs into the DOT Force report (expert papers, consultation summaries, etc.) plus links to a broader range of related materials (e.g. other websites/databases on digital divide issues.)

Option 3:  Option 2 plus a ‘semi-interactive’ component of the Website, permitting the public to submit materials for consideration by the DOT Force

 Option 4:  Option 3 plus an interactive component allowing external contributors to engage in public discussions on DOT Force issues.

It should be noted that, while Options 1 to 3 could be largely implemented with existing Secretariat resources (supplemented by the in-kind contributions of members), Option 4 would require substantial additional Secretariat resources in order to be done effectively.  It should also be noted that several DOT Force members, and other associated organizations and networks, such as the Global Knowledge Partnership, are contemplating public electronic outreach/consultation initiatives that could provide the opportunity for public feedback envisioned in Option 4. 

As concerns media outreach; each DOT Force member is of course free to pursue their own contacts with the media and other public information resources as pertains to their own activities in relation to the DOT Force, within the bounds of the principles articulated above.  DOT Force members should keep the Secretariat informed of any major efforts in this regard, and provide the Secretariat a copy of any published materials (articles, etc.)  The Secretariat, as indicated above, will be at the disposal of DOT Force members if they require standard information materials or templates of public announcements for these purposes.  The Secretariat, under the guidance of and in coordination with the Presidency, will respond to requests for public information, press inquiries, etc. as appropriate, and will periodically prepare, at appropriate moments, press materials related to major milestones or activities of the DOT Force.  

Depending on available resources, the Secretariat may commission a communications professional to assist it in formulating the public “message” of the DOT Force, in coordination with the Presidency. (option 4).



